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Jupyter Reference Guide
This handout goes over the basics of Jupyter notebooks, including how to install Jupyter,
launch a notebook, and run its cells. Jupyter notebooks are a common tool used across
different disciplines for exploring and displaying data, and they also make great interactive
explanatory tools.

Installing Jupyter
To install Jupyter, run the following command inside your Terminal (replace python3 with
py if you’re using a Windows device):
$ python3 -m pip install jupyter

Launching a notebook
A Jupyter notebook is a file that ends in the extension .ipynb, which stands for
“interactive Python notebook.” To launch a Python notebook after you’ve installed
Jupyter, you should first navigate to the directory where your notebook is located (you’ll
be there by default if you’re using the PyCharm terminal inside a project). Then run the
following command inside your Terminal (if this doesn’t work, see the “Troubleshooting”
section below):
$ jupyter notebook
This should open a window in your browser (Chrome, Firefox, Safari, Edge, etc.) that looks
like Figure 1. Jupyter shows the files inside the current directory and allows you to click on
any Python notebook files within that folder.

Figure 1: After running the jupyter notebook command, you should see a window that
lists the Python notebooks inside the current directory from which you ran the command.
The picture above shows the Lecture 25 directory.
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To launch a particular notebook, click on its file name. This should open a new tab with the
notebook.
Troubleshooting
If you run into an issue where “jupyter” is not recognized as a command when trying to
run jupyter notebook in your Terminal, try using the following command to launch
Jupyter instead (replace python3 with p
 y if you’re using a Windows machine):
$ python3 -m notebook

Editing and “running” a notebook
Jupyter notebooks consist of individual cells. Each cell can be either a text cell or a code
cell. You can add a cell by first selecting a cell and then clicking on Insert > Insert Cell
Above/Below in the top menu bar within a Python notebook (shown in Figure 2) or by
clicking on the ‘+’ button on the lower top menu bar (next to the save icon).

Figure 2: To add a cell, select the relevant option under the Insert tab in the top menu bar.

Figure 3: To change a cell’s type, use the dropdown menu pictured above.
You can change a cell’s type using the dropdown in the menu bar below the top menu, as
pictured in Figure 3. For text cells select Markdown, and for code cells select code.
Markdown is a language for literally “marking” up your text in order to format it. You can
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double-click on any text cells in the notebooks we’ve provided to you to get a sense for
how the language works, and for a more extensive Markdown reference guide, we
recommend checking out this page.
Text cells often provide instructions or descriptions relevant to the code cells around
them. Adding informative text cells makes your notebook more readable and helps create
a better experience for the person using your notebook. After inputting your text using
Markdown (or after double-clicking on one of our provided text cells), you can “compile” it
to show the formatting by hitting <Shift + Enter> while inside the cell.
Code cells are snippets of Python code that run line-by-line, just as normal Python code
would. To execute (run) the code inside a cell, click on the cell and then hit <Shift +
Enter>. While a cell is running, an asterisk (*) will appear in the square brackets to the left
of the cell and after In. Once the cell is finished, a number will replace the asterisk and will
indicate the order in which the cells have been run (as pictured in Figure 4).

Figure 4: The numbers to the left of each cell indicate the order in which the user ran the
cells. Note that the cells don’t have to be run in top-to-bottom order (i.e. you can choose to
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run any cell at any time). In the case pictured above, the bottom-most cell was run before
the cell above it, which caused a NameError because get_county_average() was
called before it was defined. To fix this issue, the user would have to run the cell that
defines get_country_average() before running the last cell.
Note that when you run a code cell, Jupyter acts like the Python interpreter in how it
displays the output of that cell. As a result, if you want to inspect the output of a single line
or expression, you do not need to call print() on it.
Common pitfalls when using notebooks
Note that only the code inside the current cell will run when you hit <Shift + Enter>.
This can be great for creating very modular notebooks, but it also means that if you edit
code in an early cell and later cells also depend on that code, in order for the changes to
take place you will need to rerun all of the cells in the correct order. In other words, if you
define a function called foo() in an early cell and then edit that cell later, you’ll need to
rerun all of the cells that call foo() for the changes to have their full effect throughout
your notebook and to correct any displayed output.
Furthermore, you don’t necessarily need to run code cells in linear order down the
notebook. This means that you’ll need to be careful if you define variables or functions
with the same names in multiple places because your code cells’ outputs may change
depending on the order in which you run the cells. And if you aren’t careful about what
order you run your cells, you may also end up with errors, like the one pictured in Figure 4.
In particular, pay attention to the numbers in the square brackets next to each cell to
ensure that you ran your code cells in the expected order!

Creating a notebook from scratch
To create a notebook from scratch, you should first run the command jupyter
notebook inside the directory where you want to create the notebook. Then go to the
“New” dropdown that is on the top right of the page and select “Python 3” (see Figure 5).

Figure 5: To create a new Python notebook, click on New > Python 3 at the top right of the
browser tab that opens after you run jupyter notebook.
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Using matplotlib inside of a Jupyter notebook
matplotlib is a useful Python library for visualizing data and creating plots. To install
matplotlib, run the following command inside your Terminal:
$ python3 -m pip install matplotlib
To use matplotlib (or any other library) inside a Jupyter notebook, you’ll need to import the
correct module, just like you would in a normal Python script. Put the following line at the
top of any code cell, and make sure to execute the cell containing this line before running
any other cells that use specific functions from the matplotlib library:
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
For full documentation on the matplotlib library, visit the matplotlib website. The site
includes tutorials, as well as sample plots with source code (example).

